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If the group H of the F
q
-rational points of a non-singular cubic curve has even
order, then the coset of a subgroup of H of index two is an arc in the Galois plane of
order q. The completeness of such an arc has been proved, except for the case j"0,
where j is the j-invariant of the underlying cubic curve. The aim of this paper is to
settle the completeness problem for the exceptional case and to provide an alternative
proof of the known results. ( 2002 Elsevier Science
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In the desarguesian projective plane PG (2, q), a k-arc is de"ned as a set of
k points no three of which are collinear. An arc is called complete if it is not
properly contained in another arc. In this paper we will investigate the odd
order case, that is, we will assume that q"pr, where p is an odd prime. Then
k4q#1 for every k-arc in PG(2, q), and equality holds if and only if the arc
consists of all (F
q
-rational) points of an irreducible conic of PG(2, q).
The problem of constructing complete k-arcs di!erent from conics has
been considered in several papers; see [3, Chap. 9]. The earliest examples go
back to 1956 [5, 6], and they may be regarded as special cases of a more
general in"nite family, namely the family of those arcs whose points1The research was supported by Italian MURST progetto 40% Strutture Geometriche,
Combinatoria e loro applicazioni, by CNR Progetto Strategico Applicazioni della matematica per
la tecnologia e la societa‘ sottoprogetto Calcolo Simbolico, and by GNSAGA.
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70 MASSIMO GIULIETTI(with some exceptions) lie on a conic. To construct such arcs and investigate
their completeness, a general construction scheme was used by Abatangelo et
al. (see [12]). For C a conic in PG (2, q), the steps of this scheme are the
following.
1. Choose an algebraically parametrized subset KLC in such a way
that the parametrization has low degree.
2. For a point PNC, "nd a plane algebraic curve X (P) de"ned over
F
q
such that non-existence of points with coordinates in F
q
onX(P) expresses
the condition that P can be added to K.
3. Show that X (P) is absolutely irreducible for almost all points PNC
and use the Hasse-Weil theorem (or some other theorems from algebraic
geometry) to show that, ifK is large enough, then this absolutely irreducible
plane curveX (P) has some points with coordinates in F
q
, and hence P cannot
be added to K.
4. Extend possibly the arc K with some exceptional points PNC and
with some points of C.
The above general construction scheme still works provided that the conic
C is replaced by a cubic curve. However, some more explanation is needed,
especially in the case where a non-singular cubic is taken for C. First, the
point setK must be an arc itself and hence the possible large setK must be
chosen on C in such a way that no three points of K are collinear.
For a singular cubic curve C, the additive or the multiplicative group of
F
q
still provides an algebraic parametrization and technical details to de"ne
good choices for K may be worked out in a simple way [1, 2, 10]. For
a non-singular cubic C no rational parametrization is possible. To de"ne
algebraic point sets Kon C, the following result from classical algebraic
geometry is useful: a non-singular cubic can be made into a commutative
group G such that collinearity of three pairwise distinct points a
1
, a
2
, and
a
3
of the cubic is expressed by a
1
#a
2
#a
3
"d in G, for a certain element d.
Assume that the subgroup H of G consisting of all F
q
-rational points of C has
even order. Then H has a subgroup of index 2 and hence has a coset of size
DH D/2. The points of the coset form an arc that may be taken as K in the
above scheme. Such arcs are called Zirilli arcs since their existence was
pointed out in [17]. Notice that for every t3Z such that Dt D42Jq, with
t even, and (t, q)"1, there exists a Zirilli ((q#1$t)/2)-arc in PG (2, q), by
a result of Waterhouse [15] on the number of F
q
-rational points of a non-
singular cubic curve de"ned over F
q
.
The problem of the completeness of Zirilli arcs was investigated in
[4, 11, 13, 14]. The papers [13] and [4] concern the case in which C is the
non-singular cubic de"ned over F
q
with equation
>2"X3#aX2#bX,
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q
-rational points of C whose X-coordinates are
non-square elements in F
q
, together with the point (0 : 0 : 1) for b non-square
in F
q
. Theorem 5.2 in [4] states the completeness of such a Zirilli arc provided
that q is big enough (q5301) and the j-invariant j of the underlying cubic
curve is di!erent from zero. For j"0 Hirschfeld and Voloch only pointed
out that such a Zirilli arc might not be complete and that if it happens then
this Zirilli arc may be completed by adding at most three extra points.
The aim of the present paper is to settle the completeness problem for the
exceptional case j"0. The main result is stated in the following theorem.
THEOREM 1.1. ‚etC be the non-singular cubic de,ned over F
q
with equation
>2"X3#aX2#bX. ‚etK be the subset of all F
q
-rational points ofC whose
X-coordinate is a non-square element in F
q
; for b non-square in F
q
add the point
(0 : 0 : 1) to K. ‚et S be the set of the non-zero squares in F
q
and N be F
q
CS.
„hen the following hold
(1) „he set K is a Zirilli arc for q’9.
(2) For q large enough, precisely q’9887, the arc K is complete apart
from the following cases:
f for p’3, r odd, p,2 (mod3), j"0, a3S, the points that can be added
to K are the following: ( 1
~3
a :J1
9
a3 : 1), ( 1
~3
a :!J1
9
a3 : 1), (1 : 0 : 0);
f for p’3, r odd, p,2 (mod3), j"0, a3N, the only point that can be
added to K is (1 : 0 : 0);
f for p"3, a"0, !b3N, the only point that can be added to K is
(1 : 0 : 0).
Since our approach is di!erent from that used in [13] and [4], the proof of
Theorem 1.1 will provide an alternative proof of the completeness of Zirilli
arcs due to Hirschfeld and Voloch.
2. NOTATION
Throughout the whole paper we "x the following notation:
f q"pr, with p an odd prime;
f F
q
the "nite "eld of order q, F*
q
:"F
q
CM0N;
f F1
q
the algebraic closure of F
q
;
f S :"Ms2 : s3F
q
, sO0N, N :"F
q
CS;
f C a non-singular plane cubic curve with equation
>2"f (X) :"X3#aX2#bX,
where a, b3F
q
;
f j the j-invariant of C;
f K@ :"M(x :y :1)3C :xO0, x3NN;
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P
(X ) the multiplicity of the point P as a point of the plane curve X;
f m
P
(L, X ) the intersection multiplicity of the line L and the plane
curve X at the point P.
We recall that
f bO0 and a2O4b;
f every non-singular cubic curve de"ned over F
q
having an even number
of F
q
-rational points and at least one F
q
-rational point of in#ection is
projectively equivalent over F
q
to a curve of type C above; see [13, p. 453].
Then the object to be studied in this paper is the following set:
K :"G
K@ if b3S,
K@XM(0 : 0 : 1)N otherwise.
For u, v3F
q
, c3NCM0N, de"ne the following polynomials:
G
1
(X, > ) :"c8X8>8!4uc7(X8>6#X6>8)#6u2c6(X8>4#X4>8)
!4u3c5(X8>2#X2>8)#u4c4(X8#>8)
!2c6(2au!5u2#b)(X6>6)
#2c5(5au2!4u3#2bu!v2 )(X6>4#X4>6)
!2uc4(4au2!u3#bu!2v2)(X6>2#X2>6)
#2u2c3(au2!v2) (X6#>6)
#c4(4a2u2!12au3#3u4#4abu!4av2#b2) (X4>4)
!2c3(2(a2u3!au4!auv2#bu3)#abu2#bv2 )(X4>2#X2>4)
#c2(a2u4!2au2v2#2bu4#v4 ) (X4#>4)
#2c2(a2u4!2abu3#bu4!b2u2#4buv2!v4 ) (X2>2)
#2u2cb(au2!v2) (X2#>2 )#b2u4 ;
G
2
(X, >) :"c2X4>2!2uc2X4>!2ucX2>2#c2u2X4#u2>2
#c(u2!2au!b)X2>#acu2X2#au2>#bu2 ;
G
3
(X, >) :"c4(X8#>8)#2c4(X6>2#X2>6)#2c3(a!v2) (X6#>6)
#3c4X4>4#4ac3(X4>2#X2>4)
#c2(a2!2av2#2b#v4 )(X4#>4)
#2c2(a2#b!v4) (X2>2)#2bc(a!v2 ) (X2#>2)#b2 ;
G
4
(X, >) :"c2X4#>2#cX2>#acX2#a>#b.
PLANE ARCS AND CUBIC CURVES 73Throughout the whole paper X
i
, i"1,2, 4, will stand for the following
curves.
X
1
:G
1
(X, >)"0, X
2
:G
G
2
(X,>)"0
f (cX2)"Z2
,
X
3
:G
3
(X, >)"0, X
4
:G
G
4
(X,>)"0
f (cX2)"Z2
.
Note that X
2
and X
4
are space curves.
3. SOME CURVES ASSOCIATED TO K
The four lemmas below show the link between the curves X
i
and K.
LEMMA 3.1. ‚et P"(u : v : 1), vO0. „hen P belongs to a line joining two
distinct points ofK, both di+erent from P, if and only if either uNS, f (u)3S and
PNC or there exist s
1
, s
2
3F
q
such that
(i) G
1
(s
1
, s
2
)"0;
(ii) cs2
1
Ou, cs2
2
Ou, s2
1
Os2
2
, s
1
O0 if b3S, s
2
O0.
Proof. We will assume that b3S; the same proof works for b3N. Sup-
pose that P belongs to a line joining two distinct points P
1
, P
2
inKCMPN; let
s
1
, s
2
3F*
q
, y
1
, y
2
3F
q
be such that P
1
"(cs2
1
: y
1
: 1), and P
2
"(cs2
2
: y
2
: 1). If
s2
1
"s2
2
then u"cs2
1
"cs2
2
, and therefore we have uNS, f (u)3S; also PN C
since v is di!erent from both y
1
and y
2
, the roots of >2"f (u). If s2
1
"s2
2
condition (ii) certainly holds. Also, from the collinearity of P, P
1
, and P
2
, we
have that
(u!cs2
1
)(y
2
!y
1
)"(v!y
1
) (cs2
2
!cs2
1
);
by taking the square of both members of the above equality, we eliminate
y
2
since y2
2
"f (cs2
2
). Then, in the same way, we eliminate y
1
and we have that
F
1
(s
1
, s
2
) :"f (cs2
1
)2 (cs2
1
!u )4#f (cs2
1
)2(cs2
1
!u)4
#v4c4(s2
1
!s2
1
)4!2 f (cs2
1
) f (cs2
1
)(cs2
1
!u)2(cs2
1
!u)2
!2v2[ f (cs2
1
) (cs2
1
!u)2c2(s2
1
!s2
1
)2
#f (cs2
1
) (cs2
1
!u)2c2 (s2
1
!s2
1
)2]"0.
We observe that F
1
(s
1
, s
2
)"c2 (s
1
!s
2
)2(s
1
#s
2
)2G
1
(s
1
, s
2
) and therefore
condition (i) holds too.
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the line of equation X"u contains P and two points in KCMPN. Suppose
now that (s
1
, s
2
) satis"es both conditions (i) and (ii); then
P
1
:"Acs21 :
f (cs2
1
) (cs2
2
!u)2!f (cs2
2
) (cs2
1
!u)2#v2(cs2
2
!cs2
1
)2
2v(cs2
1
!u) (cs2
2
!cs2
1
)
: 1B
and
P
2
:"Acs22 :
(cs2
2
!u) (y
1
!v)
cs2
1
!u #v : 1B
belong to KCMPN and they are collinear with P. j
LEMMA 3.2. ‚et P"(u : 0 : 1), uO0. „hen P belongs to a line joining two
distinct points ofK, both di+erent from P, if and only if either uNS and f (u)3S
or there exist s
1
, s
2
3F
q
such that
(i) G
2
(s
1
, s
2
)"0 and f (cs2
1
)3S;
(ii) cs2
1
Ou, s
2
Ou, cs2
1
Os
2
, s
1
O0 if b3S, s
2
O0.
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 3.1 we will assume that b3S. Suppose
that P belongs to a line joining two points P
1
, P
2
3KCMPN; let s
1
, s
2
in F*
q
, y
1
,
y
2
in F
q
be such that P
1
"(cs2
1
: y
1
: 1), P
2
"(s
2
: y
2
: 1). If cs2
1
"s
2
, then
u"cs2
1
"s
2
and therefore uNS and f (u)3S. Otherwise, condition (ii) certain-
ly holds. Also, from the collinearity of P, P
1
, and P
2
, and from y2
1
"f (cs2
1
) and
y2
2
"f (s
2
), we have that
F
2
(s
1
, s
2
) :"(cs2
1
!u)2 f (s
2
)!(s
2
!u)2 f (cs2
1
)"0;
we observe that F
2
(s
1
, s
2
)"(cs2
1
!s
2
)G
2
(s
1
, s
2
) and therefore condition (i)
holds too.
Conversely, suppose that uNS and f (u)3S; then it is easy to see that the
line of equation X"u contains P and two points in KCMPN. Suppose now
that s
1
and s
2
satisfy both (i) and (ii), therefore F
2
(s
1
, s
2
)"0. Let
P
1
:"(cs2
1
: y
1
: 1), where y2
1
"f (cs2
1
), and P
2
:"(s
2
: (y
1
(s
2
!u))/(cs2
1
!u) : 1).
The point P
1
belongs to K, and P
2
is in CWL, where L is the line joining
P and P
1
. Now, let CWL"MP
1
, P
2
, P
3
N; observe that P
3
"(t : z : 1) is an F
q
-
rational point and that cs2
1
s
2
t"u2y2
1
/(cs2
1
!u)23S; therefore P
2
or P
3
be-
longs to K. j
LEMMA 3.3. ‚et P :"(1 : v : 0), vO0. „hen P belongs to a line joining two
distinct points of K if and only if there exist s
1
, s
2
3F
q
such that
(i) G
3
(s
1
, s
2
)"0;
(ii) s2
1
Os2
2
, s
1
O0 if b3S, s
2
O0.
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F
3
(s
1
, s
2
) :"(s
1
!s
2
)2(s
1
#s
2
)2G
3
(s
1
, s
2
) instead of F
1
. j
LEMMA 3.4. ‚et P"(1 : 0 : 0). „hen P belongs to a line joining two distinct
points of K if and only if there exist s
1
, s
2
3F
q
such that
(i) G
4
(s
1
, s
2
)"0 and f (cs2
1
)3S;
(ii) cs2
1
Os
2
, s
1
O0 if b3S, s
2
O0.
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 3.2; here we use the
polynomial F
4
(s
1
, s
2
) :"(cs2
1
!s
2
)G
4
(s
1
, s
2
) instead of F
2
. j
LEMMA 3.5. ‚et P"(0 : 1 : 0). „hen P belongs to a line joining two distinct
points of K if and only if DK@ D52.
Proof. The proof is trivial. j
LEMMA 3.6. ‚et P"(0 : 0 : 1). If b3S and DK D55 then P belongs to a line
joining two distinct points of K.
Proof. Let P
1
"(x
1
: y
1
: 1) be a point ofK such that the tangent toC at
P
1
does not pass through P; notice that all but at most four points of C have
this property. Let P
2
"(x
2
: y
2
: 1)OP
1
be the point of C collinear with P and
P
1
; since x
1
x
2
"b we have x
2
3N and P
2
3K. j
It turns out that for almost all values of q, a, b, c, u, v each curve X
i
,
i"1,2, 4, has a non-linear Fq-rational component; more precisely the
following propositions hold (see Appendix).
PROPOSITION 3.1. Suppose that vO0 and that (u : v : 1)NK. „hen X
1
has
a non-linear F
q
-rational component except for the following case: pO3,
!33N, a3S, a2"3b, u" 1
~3
a, v"$J1
9
a3. In this case
G
1
(X, >)"G (1)
1
(X, >)G (2)
1
(X, > ),
where G (1)
1
, G (2)
1
3 F
q2
[X, >],
G (1)
1
(X, >)"c4X4>4!2uc3 (X4>2#X2>4)#u2c2(X4#>4 )
#4u2c2X2>2#2J!3u3c (X2!>2)!3u4,
G (2)
1
(X, >)"c4X4>4!2uc3 (X4>2#X2>4)#u2c2(X4#>4 )
#4u2c2X2>2!2J!3u3c (X2!>2)!3u4.
PROPOSITION 3.2. If uO0 and (u : 0 : 1)NK, then X
2
has an F
q
-rational
component that is not contained in any planes parallel to the Z-axis.
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3
has a non-linear F
q
-rational component.
PROPOSITION 3.4. X
4
has an F
q
-rational component that is not contained in
any planes parallel to the Z-axis, except for the following cases:
(1) pO3, a2"3b and!3NS;
(2) p"3, a2"3b"0 and!bNS.
In these cases X
4
does not have any F
q
-rational points.
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1
We "rst prove the following lemmas.
LEMMA 4.1. ‚et X@ be an F
q
-rational component of X
1
. „hen the genus of
X@ is less than or equal to 49.
Proof. We recall Riemann’s theorem [9, p. 132]: If F1
q
(x, y) is the ,eld of
rational functions of an irreducible plane curve, then its genus is less than or
equal to ([F1
q
(x, y) : F1
q
(x)]!1) ([F1
q
(x, y) : F1
q
(y)]!1). Now let &"F1
q
(x, y)
be the "eld of rational functions of X@ ; from G
1
(x, y)"0 we have that
[& : F1
q
(x)]48 and [& : F1
q
(y)]48, and the assertion follows. j
LEMMA 4.2. ‚et X@ be an F
q
-rational component of X
2
. „hen the genus of
X@ is less than or equal to 22.
Proof. Consider the rational transformation q of X@ in PG(2, F1
q
) de"ned
by q: (x : y : z : t)> (x : y : t). Let !@ :"q (X@); observe that !@ is contained in the
curve de"ned by G
2
(X, >)"0. By Riemann’s theorem (see the proof of
Lemma 4.1) we have that the genus of !@ is less than or equal to 3. Moreover,
from z2"f (cx2 ) in F1
q
(X@)"F1
q
(x, y, z, t) it follows that
[F1
q
(x, y, z, t) : F1
q
(x, y, t)]42, and so [F1
q
(X@) :F1
q
(!@ )]42. Finally we apply
the Riemann}Hurwitz formula [9, p. 88] to q: X@P!@, and we obtain that
2g!246#N, where g is the genus of X@ and N is the number of rami"ca-
tion points of q, that is the number of points (x : y : z : t) of X@ such that z"0.
By BeH zout’s theorem N436 and the assertion follows. j
LEMMA 4.3. ‚et X@ be an F
q
-rational component of X
3
. „hen the genus of
X@ is less than or equal to 49.
Proof. See the proof of Lemma 4.1. j
LEMMA 4.4. ‚et X@ be an F
q
-rational component of X
4
. „hen the genus of
X@ is less than or equal to 16.
Proof. See the proof of Lemma 4.2. j
LEMMA 4.5. ‚et q"pr, p’3. „hen !33N if and only if r is odd and
p,2 (mod3).
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q
and let!3"ui. If r is even
then !3NN. For pr!1 divides i(p!1) since (!3)p~1"1; so
pr~1#pr~2#2#1"(pr!1)/(p!1) divides i, and therefore i is even.
Now suppose r to be odd. We have that !33N if and only if !3 is not
a square in Z
p
. For if!3 is not a square in Z
p
, then!33N since otherwise
Z
p
(J!3) would be a "eld of order p2 contained in F
q
, which is impossible
for r odd; the converse is trivial. We recall the quadratic reciprocity law [16,
p. 317]: ‚et p and p@ be distinct odd primes; we de,ne ( p
p{
) to be 1 or !1
according to whether p is a square in Z
p{
or not. „hen we have
A
p
p@B A
p@
p B"(!1) 14(p~1)(p{~1).
We put p@"3 and we obtain that (3
p
)"(!1)(p~1)@2(p
3
). By considering that
(p
3
)"1 if and only if p,1 (mod3) and that!1 is a square in Z
p
if and only if
(!1)(p~1)@2"1, we get that!3 is a square in Z
p
if and only if p,1 (mod3),
and hence the assertion. j
LEMMA 4.6. „he j-invariant of C is equal to zero if and only if a2"3b.
Proof. Let o
1
, o
2
3F
q2
be the roots of X2#aX#b. The cubic C is
projectively equivalent to the cubic of equation (>@)2"X@(X@!1)(X@!o
2
/o
1
)
by means of transformation X"o
1
X@, >"Jo3
1
>@. By [8, p. 71] we have
that j"0 if and only if (o
2
/o
1
)2!o
2
/o
1
#1"0; that is a2"3b. j
Proof. (Theorem 1.1).
Step 1. If q’9, thenK is a Zirilli arc. In [13, p. 453] it is shown that for
q!2Jq!350 the set K is a (non-empty) Zirilli arc.
Step 2. Let p’3, r be odd, p,2 (mod3), j"0, and a3S. We have that:
(i) the points P
1
:"( 1
~3
a :J1
9
a3 : 1), P
2
:"( 1
~3
a :!J1
9
a3 : 1), P
3
:"(1 : 0 : 0)
can be added to K; (ii) for q’9887 no further point can be added to K.
(i) By Lemmas 4.5 and 4.6 we have !33N and a2"3b. We de"ne
u :" 1
~3
a, v :"J1
9
a3 ; by Proposition 3.1 G
1
(X, >)"G(1)
1
(X, >)G(2)
1
(X, >).
Suppose G
1
(s
1
, s
2
)"0 with (s
1
, s
2
)3F2
q
; without loss of generality let
G(1)
1
(s
1
, s
2
)"0. Then [G(1)
1
(s
1
, s
2
)]q"0, so
[G(1)
1
(s
1
, s
2
)]q!G(1)
1
(s
1
, s
2
)"4u3cJ!3(s2
1
!s2
2
)"0,
and therefore s2
1
"s2
2
. Observe also that f (u)3N, so by Lemma 3.1 the set
KXMP
1
N is an arc. In the same way one can show that KXMP
2
N is an arc.
78 MASSIMO GIULIETTIFinally, from Lemma 3.4 and Proposition 3.4 it follows that P
3
can be added
to K.
(ii) We recall the statement of the Hasse}Weil theorem [9, p. 170]: ‚et
X be an irreducible curve de,ned over F
q
of genus g and let N be the number of
its F
q
-rational places; then DN!(q#1) D42gJq. Now let P3PG(2, q)CK,
POP
i
for i"1,2, 3. Suppose that P :"(u : v : 1), vO0. Observe that by
Proposition 3.1 the curveX
1
has at least one non-linear F
q
-rational compon-
ent, say X@
1
. By Lemma 3.1, we only need to show that there exists an
F
q
-rational point of X@
1
not belonging to the lines of equation X"$Ju
c
,
>"$Ju
c
, X"0, >"0, X"$> nor to the line at in"nity. Observe that
from BeH zout’s theorem it follows that there exist at most 16 places of X@
1
centred at points of a "xed line; moreover, since q’9887 and from Lemma
4.1 the genus ofX@
1
is less than or equal to 49, by the Hasse}Weil theorem we
have that the number of F
q
-rational places of X@
1
is greater than 9 ) 16. So
KXMPN is not an arc. The same argument works if P is not of type (u : v : 1),
vO0, by considering an F
q
-rational component of the appropriateX
i
instead
of X@
1
, according to Lemmas 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4.
Step 3. Let p’3, r be odd, p,2 (mod3), j"0, and a3N. We have that:
(i) the point P
3
:"(1 : 0 : 0) can be added to K; (ii) for q’9887 no further
point can be added to K.
The proof is similar to the proof of Step 2.
Step 4. Let p"3, a"0, and !b3N. We have that: (i) the point
P
3
:"(1 : 0 : 0) can be added to K; (ii) for q’9887 no further point can be
added to K.
The proof is similar to the proof of Step 2.
Step 5. Let p’3, r and j be such that either pI2 (mod3) or r is even, or
jO0. Then for q’9887 no point can be added to K.
By Lemmas 4.5 and 4.6 we have that either !33S or a2O3b. From
Propositions 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 we get the assertion as in the proof of Step
2(ii).
Step 6. Let p"3 and a and b be such that either aO0 or!b3S. Then
for q’9887 no point can be added to K.
The proof is similar to the proof of Step 5. j
The following remark will be useful later.
Remark 4.1. In the above proof we have implicitly shown that if the arc
K is complete, then all the points in PG (2, q)C (KXM(0 : 1 : 0)N) belong to
a non-vertical line joining two points of KCM(0 : 0 : 1)N.
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A (k, 3)-arc in PG(2, q) is a set of k points no four of which are collinear; it is
said to be complete if it is not properly contained in a (k@, 3)-arc. Hirschfeld
and Voloch proved the following theorem (see [4, Theorem 5.1]).
THEOREM 5.1. If q579 and if pO2, 3, then a non-singular cubicX de,ned
over F
q
with k points is a complete (k, 3)-arc unless its j-invariant is equal to 0.
We consider non-singular curves having an even number of F
q
-rational
points and at least one F
q
-rational in#ection point. As a consequence of the
results of the previous sections, we can prove the following theorem.
THEOREM 5.2. ‚et q"pr, p’2, and suppose q’9887. ‚et C(F
q
) be the
(k, 3)-arc consisting of the F
q
-rational points of C. „hen it is complete unless r is
odd, p,2 (mod3), and j"0.
Proof. Let P be a point in PG (2, q)CC (F
q
); we have to show that it
belongs to a line joining three points of C(F
q
). By Theorem 1.1 the point
P belongs to a non-vertical line L joining two points, P
1
"(cx2
1
: y
1
: 1) and
P
2
"(cx2
2
: y
2
: 1) of KCM(0 : 0 : 1)NLC(F
q
) (see Remark 4.1). Let
CWL"MP
1
, P
2
,P
3
N. The point P
3
:"(x
3
: y
3
: 1) is F
q
-rational and it is
distinct from both P
1
and P
2
, for c2x2
1
x2
2
x
3
is a square and so x
3
3S. j
APPENDIX: EXISTENCE OF AN F
q
-RATIONAL COMPONENT
OF X1 , X2 , X3 , X4
Throughout this appendix (X
1
:X
2
: X
3
) will be homogeneous coordi-
nates for PG (2, F1
q
); we will also let X"X
1
/X
3
and >"X
2
/X
3
the non-
homogeneous coordinates and denote byL
=
the line of equation X
3
"0, by
X
=
the point (1 : 0 : 0), and by>
=
the point (0 : 1 : 0). We will identify (x, y)3F1 2
q
with the point (x : y : 1)3PG (2, F1
q
). We also "x u, v3F
q
, c3NCM0N, g3F
q2
such that g2"u
c
and h3F
q2
such that h2!h#1"0. Finally, it will be useful
de"ning the following collineations of PG (2, F1
q
): a (X, > ) :"(!X, >),
b(X, > ) :"(X,!> ), c(X, >) :"(>, X ), u (X, >) :"(Xq, >q).
Let H :"Sb, acT and G :"Sa, b, c, uT. We can easily prove the following
lemma.
LEMMA A.1.
(1) „he group G is the direct product H]SuT, and H is isomorphic to the
dihedral group of order 8.
(2) „he curves X
1
and X
3
are ,xed by G.
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We will assume that (u, v)NC and uO0; the proof is similar for both cases
(u, v)3C and u"0.
We start by stating some properties which can be easily checked by direct
computation.
LEMMA A.2.
(1) =e have that X
1
WL
=
"MX
=
, >
=
N.
(2) „he points X
=
and >
=
are 8-fold points of X
1
.
(3) „he tangents toX
1
at>
=
and X
=
are X"g and X"!g, >"g and
>"!g, respectively; these tangents are components of X
1
if and only if
(u, v)3C. If (u, v)NC then X
1
WMX"gN"M>
=
, (g, g), (g,!g)N and similarly
for the other tangents.
By Lemma A.2, the lines X"$g and>"$g are not components ofX
1
.
Let M :"M(g, g), (!g, g), (g,!g), (!g,!g)NLX
1
. Notice that DM D"4
since uO0.
LEMMA A.3.
(1) =e have that gq"$g.
(2) „he group G acts transitively on M.
(3) „he group G
(g,g)
, the stabilizer of (g, g) in G, acts transitively on
MX
=
, >
=
N.
Proof. (1) g23F
q
N g2"(g2)q"(gq)2Ngq"$g.
The proof of (2) and (3) is trivial. j
LEMMA A.4. „he points in M are double points of X
1
.
Proof. By Lemmas A.1(2) and A.3(2) it is enough to show that (g, g) is
a double point. It is easy to see that both the intersection multiplicities
m
(g,g)
(MX"gN,X
1
) and m
(g,g)
(M>"gN,X
1
) are equal to 2, so (g, g) cannot be
simple nor s-fold with s’2. j
Remark A.1. If there exists a component ofX
1
passing through a point in
M, then there exists a component of the same degree passing through (g, g)
and>
=
. Moreover, any component ofX
1
of degree less than 4 passes through
at least one point in M.
Proof. The "rst assertion follows from Lemma A.1(2) and from (2) and (3)
of Lemma A.3. In addition, by Lemma A.2(3), a component ofX
1
not passing
through any points of M has two distinct tangents at both X
=
and >
=
; so
X
1
has at least two singular points and therefore its degree d is greater than or
equal to 4. j
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1
of degree d. „hen the following
hold
(1) =e have that d52.
(2) If d"2 then the following curves are components of X
1
.
X>#gX#g>!3g2"0, X>!gX!g>!3g2"0,
!X>#gX!g>!3g2"0, !X>!gX#g>!3g2"0.
(3) If d’2 then d54.
Proof. (1) A linear component of X
1
should pass through X
=
or >
=
; by
Lemma A.2(3) this is impossible.
(2) Let X be a conic component of X
1
. By Remark A.1 we may assume
that X passes through (g, g) and >
=
. From Lemma A.2(3) the tangent at >
=
to X is the line X"!g; therefore X passes through X
=
and the tangent at
X
=
is >"!g. The unique conic satisfying these conditions has equation
X>#gX#g>!3g2"0. The other three conics are obtained by the action
of G.
(3) Let X be a cubic component of X
1
passing through (g, g) and >
=
; it
passes through X
=
, otherwiseL
=
should be a tangent to X
1
at >
=
, which is
impossible from Lemma A.2(3). Without loss of generality let>
=
be a double
point of X and X
=
be a simple point; then (g, g) is a simple point. Therefore,
again by Lemma A.2(3), the line X"!g is a tangent at >
=
to X, and so
(!g, g) and (!g,!g) do not belong to X. Then one line between >"g and
>"!g has at most two intersections with X, a contradiction. j
LEMMA A.6. ‚et X be a component of X
1
of degree 4. „hen the following
hold
(1) =e have that DMWX D42.
(2) If X passes through (g, g) and (g,!g) and does not pass through
(!g, g) and (!g,!g), then X3MXj Dj3FqN, where Xj has equation
jX2>2#2gjX>2!g2j(X2!>2)!A3g3j#
1
gBX#1"0.
(3) If X passes through (g, g) and (!g, g) and does not pass through
(g,!g) and (!g,!g), then X3MXj Dj3FqN, where Xj has equation
jX2>2#2gjX2>#g2j(X2!>2)!A3g3j#
1
gB>#1"0.
(4) Suppose that X pass through (g, g) and (!g,!g) and does not pass
through (g,!g) and (!g, g). If X is not F
q
-rational, then we have that
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jX2>2!g2j(X2#>2)#Ag2j!
1
g2BX>#1"0.
(5) If X passes through (g, g) and does not pass through (!g, g), (g,!g),
and (!g,!g), then (g, g) is a simple point of X.
Proof. We remark that at least one point P3MX
=
, >
=
N is a singular point
ofX; from (3) of Lemma A.3, we may assume in the proof below that P">
=
.
We remark also that X does not pass through (0, 0).
(1) We have that DMWX D(4, since otherwise from Lemma A.2 any
tangents toX at >
=
should have m’4 intersections withX, a contradiction.
Now supposeMWX"M(g, g), (g,!g), (!g, g)N. ThenX, a (X), and b (X) are
distinct components of X
1
passing through (g, g). So (g, g) is an m-fold point
for X
1
with m53, and by Lemma A.4 this is impossible. Finally, from
Lemma A.3(2), it follows that DMWX DO3.
The proof of (2), (3), and (4) is straightforward.
(5) Suppose that (g, g) is a double point. Then X has the following
equation:
jX2>2#2gj (X2>#X>2)#g2j(X2#>2)
#kX>#(kg!2g3j)(X#>)#1"0.
By imposing that the intersection between X and X"g at "nite distance
consists of the point (g, g) counted twice, we get k"!4g2j and 9g4j"1. So
pO3, and the equation of X becomes (X>/(3g2)#1/3g (X#> )!1)2"0,
a contradiction since X is irreducible. j
The following remark allows us to ignore the components ofX
1
of degree 5, 6,
or 7.
Remark A.2. If X
1
does not have any F
q
-rational components, then X
1
is
the union of either eight conics, or four conics and two quartics, or four
quartics, or two curves of degree 8.
Proof. Consider the following facts: (a) the existence of a component ofX
1
which is not rational yields the existence of at least two components of the
same degree; (b) there exist no linear or cubic components of X
1
(see (1) and
(3) of Lemma A.5); (c) if X
1
has a conic component then it has at least four
conic components (see Lemma A.5(2)). j
Next, we examine the possible non-F
q
-rational components ofX
1
of degree
8. If X is such a component, then X
1
consists of X and u (X). Moreover,
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MX, u (X)N.
LEMMA A.7. ‚et X be a component of X
1
of degree 8 which is not F
q
-
rational. „hen the following hold
(1) Each P3M is a simple point of X.
(2) „he points X
=
and >
=
are both 4-fold points of X.
(3) At least one of the following holds: (a) b (X)"X, (b) ac (X)"u (X).
(4) If b (X)"X and ac (X)"X, then X3MXjk Dj k3Fq2N, where Xjk has
equation
jX4>4!2g2j(X4>2#X2>4)#g4j(X4#>4)#(g4j!2 k
g2
!1
g4
)X2>2
#k (X2#>2)#1"0.
(5) If b(X )"X and ac(X)"u (X), then X3MXjk Dj3Fq , k3Fq2N,where
Xjk has equation
jX4>4!2g2j(X4>2#X2>4)#g4j(X4#>4)#Ag4j!
kq#k
g2
! 1
g4BX2>2
#kX2#kq>2#1"0.
(6) If b (X)"u (X) and ac(X)"u(X), then X3MXjkp Dj, k3Fq , p3Fq2 ,
pq"!pN, where Xjkp has equation
jX4>4!2g2j(X4>2#X2>4)#g4j(X4#>4)#pX3>3
!pg2(X3>#X>3)#(g4j!2 k
g2
!1
g4
)X2>2
#k (X2#>2 )#pg4X>#1"0.
Proof. (1) Suppose the assertion is false. Then by acting with G we would
obtain more than two components of X
1
of degree 8, a contradiction.
(2) Since u (X
=
)"X
=
we have that m
X=
(X)"m
X=
(u(X)); also
8"m
X=
(X
1
) is equal to m
X=
(X)#m
X=
(u (X)) and hence m
X=
(X )"4. In the
same way we get m
Y=
(X)"4.
(3) Suppose b (X)"u (X) and ac (X)"X. Since X does not pass
through the origin, and since it is "xed by ab, ac, and ua, it has equation
jX4>4#k (X4>2#X2>4)#p (X4#>4 )#g (X3>!X>3)
#t(X2>2)#t@(X2#>2)#1"0,
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q
. The line X"g intersectsX in (g, g) and
(g,!g) with multiplicity one, so g"0 and X is F
q
-rational, a contradiction.
The proof of (4), (5), and (6) is straightforward. j
According to Remark A.2, the following lemma completes the proof of
Proposition 3.1.
LEMMA A.8. Suppose vO0.
(1) „he curveX
1
does not consist of eight conics; this is true also for v"0.
(2) If X
1
consists of four conics and two quartics then it has at least one
F
q
-rational component.
(3) If X
1
consists of four quartics, then it has at least one F
q
-rational
component.
(4) X
1
consists of two non-F
q
-rational curves of degree 8 if and only if
pO3,!3NS, a3S, b"1
3
a2, u" 1
~3
a, v"$J1
9
a3. In this case
G
1
(X, > )"(c4X4>4!2uc3 (X4>2#X2>4)#u2c2(X4#>4 )
#4u2c2X2>2#2J!3u3c(X2!>2 )!3u4)
](c4X4>4!2uc3(X4>2#X2>4)#u2c2(X4#>4 )
#4u2c2X2>2!2J!3u3c(X2!>2 )!3u4).
Proof. We will compare the coe$cients of G
1
to those of an appropriate
polynomial. This involves straightforward computations which in most cases
will be omitted.
(1) By Lemma A.5, if X
1
consists of eight conics then it has equation
‚"0 where
‚"(X>#gX#g>!3g2)2(!X>!gX#g>!3g2)2
](!X>#gX!g>!3g2)2(X>!gX!g>!3g2)2.
By comparing the coe$cients of ‚ to those of G
1
we get a contradiction.
(2) One quartic, say X, has (g, g) as a simple point; for (g, g) is a double
point for X
1
, and by Lemma A.5(2) it is a simple point for the union of the
four conics. Then by Lemma A.6(1) we have that DMWX D3M1, 2N. It is easy
to see that if X is not rational, then by the action of G we get four distinct
quartic components of X
1
, which is a contradiction.
(3) Suppose that all the components of X
1
are not F
q
-rational. Let X be
a component passing through (g, g); by Lemma A.6(1) we have that
DMWX D3M1, 2N. We distinguish the di!erent cases:
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By (2) of Lemma A.6 we have that X
1
"XXa(X)Xc (X)Xca(X); so we can
determine the equation of X
1
, say ‚j"0. By comparing the coe$cients of‚j to those of G1 we get a contradiction.
(ii) X passes through (!g, g).
The same argument of the previous case gives a contradiction.
(iii) X passes through (!g,!g).
By Lemma A.6(4) we have that X
1
"XXa (X)Xu (X)Xua(X); thus we can
determine the equation of X
1
, and we get a contradiction as in the previous
cases.
(iv) MWX"M(g, g)N.
By Lemma A.6(5) we have that X
1
"XXa (X)Xb (X)Xab(X) and (g, g) is
a simple point ofX. Therefore (g, g) is a simple point of X
1
, but from Lemma
A.4 this is impossible.
(4) Suppose that X
1
consists of two non-F
q
-rational curves of degree 8,
say X and u (X). We distinguish the possible actions of H on (X, u (X)N.
(i) b (X)"X and ac (X)"X.
By Lemma A.7 we can determine the equation of X
1
, say ‚jk"0. By
comparing the coe$cients of ‚jk to those of G1 we get a contradiction.
(ii) b (X)"X and ac (X)"u (X).
By Lemma A.7 we can determine the equation of X
1
, say ‚jk"0. Since‚jk(X, 0)"(g4jX4#kX2#1)(g4jX4#kqX2#1) is proportional to
G
1
(X, 0)"(u2c2X4#c(au2!v2)X2#bu2)2 we have that g4jX4#kX2#1
is a square in F
q
[X], for otherwise kq"k, a contradiction. So k2"4g4j, and
therefore k23F
q
, kq"!k, j"k2/(4g4). Hence
‚jk"k4c4X8>8!4k2uc3(X8>6#X6>8)#6k4u2c2(X8>4#X4>8)
!4k4u3c(X8>2#X2>8)#k4u4(X8#>8)
#(10k4u2c2!8k2c4) (X6>6)
#(!8k4u3c#16k2uc3) (X6>4#X4>6)
#(2k4u4!8k2u2c2)(X6>2#X2>6)
#(16c4#3k4u4)(X4>4)!16k2u3c(X4>2#X2>4)
!8k2u4(X4#>4)#(40k2u4!32u2c2)(X2>2)#16u4.
Let Gi,j and ‚i,j be the coe$cients of Xi>j in G
1
and ‚jk , respectively. From‚6,0"0 we get G6,0"0, so (1) au2"v2 ; in addition, since
c8G4,0"G8,8c2((au2!v2 )2#2bu4)
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c8‚6,6"‚8,8(!2c6) (2au!5u2#b)
and thus (3) au"!b and (4) k2"4c2/au. From
c8‚4,4"‚8,8c4(4a2u2!4av2!12au3#3u4#4abu#b2 )
we get 3u4k4#16c4"k4 (!12au3#3u4#4abu#b2 ); that is
16c4"k4 (!12au3!4a2u2#a2u2 )"!3(16c4) A
1
a2u2B au (4u2#au).
So pO3 and !12u2!3au"au; hence a"!3u. From (2) we get
k2"4c2/(!3u2) and since kNF
q
we have!3NS; "nally from (1) we get a3S.
(iii) b (X)"u (X ) and ac(X)"u(X).
By Lemma A.7 we can determine the equation ofX
1
, and we get a contradic-
tion as in case (i).
(iv) b(X )"u (X) and ac (X)"X.
See Lemma A.7(3).
The only if part is straightforward. j
A.2. Proof of Proposition 3.2
We start by studying the following plane curve:
! : G
2
(X, > )"0.
LEMMA A.9. If uO0 and (u, 0)NC then ! is irreducible.
Proof. We will prove that the polynomial G
2
(X, c>2 ) is absolutely irre-
ducible. Observe that G
2
(X, c>2)2"G
1
(X, >) if we let v"0 in the coe$-
cients of G
1
; we studied the curve X
1
of equation G
1
"0 in the previous
section. By Lemma A.5, G
2
(X, c>2) has no factors of degree 1 or 3, and if it
has a quadratic factor, then X
1
consists of eight conics; by (1) of Lemma A.8
this is impossible. Suppose that G
2
(X, c>2) splits into two factors of degree 4,
so that X
1
consists of two quartic components, each of them counting twice;
by considering the action of H we have that one of these quartic components,
say X, has to pass through (g, g) and (!g,!g) and not pass through (g,!g)
and (!g, g). Observe also that ab necessarily "xes X. From the proof of
Lemma A.6(4) we have that X has equation
a
22
X2>2!g2a
22
(X2#>2)#Aa22g2!
1
g2BX>"0.
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2
(X, c>2) is proportional to
(a
22
X2>2!g2a
22
(X2#>2)#(a
22
g2!1
g2
)X>#1)
](a
22
X2>2!g2a
22
(X2#>2)!(a
22
g2!1
g2
)X>#1);
by comparing coe$cients we get that (1!jg2>2) is proportional to the
polynomial c2u2>4#acu2>2#bu2, and so a2"4b, a contradiction. j
LEMMA A.10. If uO0 and (u, 0)3CCK then ! has an irreducible compon-
ent !@ of equation cX2>!ucX2!u>#b"0.
Proof. We have G
2
(X, >)"(cX2!u)(>!u) (cX2>!ucX2!u>#b),
so !@L!. If !@ is reducible, then one of its tangents at a point in L
=
is
a component; but this yields b"u2 and so a2"4b, a contradiction. j
Next we study the equation Z2"f (cX2), which is one of the equations
de"ning X
2
.
LEMMA A.11. If uO0 and (u, 0)NC, then the polynomial Z2!f (cx2) is
irreducible in &[Z], where &"F1
q
(! )"F1
q
(x, y) is the ,eld of rational func-
tions of !.
Proof. We need to prove that f (cx2), or equivalently
g :"c3x4#ac2x2#bc, is not a square in &. Observe that the intersection
between ! and the X-axis consists of X
=
and further four simple points of !,
corresponding to the roots of c3X4#ac2X2#bc; these points are distinct
since otherwise a2"4b. We will prove that the evaluation of g at one of these
points is exactly 1, so that g cannot be a square. We only need to show that
the tangent to ! at one of those points is not vertical; the points of ! on the
X-axis having vertical tangent satisfy
G
>"0
(G
2
)
Y
(X, > )"0;
so !2uc2X4#c(u2!2au!b)X2y#au2"0. There exists a root of
c3X4#ac2X2#bc that does not satisfy the above condition, for otherwise
!2uc2X4#c (u2!2au!b)X2#au2 should be proportional to c3X4#
ac2X2#bc, so au"!2b, a#2u"0, and a2"4b, a contradiction. j
LEMMA A.12. If uO0 and (u, 0)3CCK then the polynomial Z2!f (cx2) is
irreducible in &@[Z], where &@"F1
q
(!@ )"F1
q
(x, y) is the ,eld of rational func-
tions of !@.
Proof. As in Lemma A.11 we need to prove that f (cx2), or equivalently
g :"c3x4#ac2x2#bc, is not a square in &@. Observe that &@"F1
q
(x), the
88 MASSIMO GIULIETTIrational function "eld. The polynomial c3X4#ac2X2#bc has four distinct
roots since otherwise a2"4b; so we get that g has four zeros of multiplicity
one in &@, and therefore it cannot be a square. j
Proof. (Proposition 3.2). Suppose "rst that (u, 0)NC. Let & (z) be the
extension of &"F1
q
(! )"F1
q
(x, y) de"ned by z2"f (cx2). We consider the
natural ring homomorphism ’: F1
q
[X, >, Z]PF1
q
[x, y, z]L& (z) and we let
X@ be the irreducible curve in P3 (F1
q
) de"ned by the ideal J :"Ker(’). Let
J"Sh
1
,2, hmT; for each i hi (x, y, z)"0, and so by Lemma A.11 we have
that h
i
(x, y) (Z) is divisible by Z2!f (cx2 ) in &[Z]. This easily implies that
there exist k
i
[X, >]3F1
q
[X, >] such that G
2
does not divide k
i
, and k
i
h
i
belong to SG
2
(X, > ), Z2!f (cX2)T. But then we have that X
2
consists of X@
and of a "nite number of points; since the Frobenius map of P3(F1
q
) preserves
X
2
, it preserves also X@, which is therefore F
q
-rational. Finally X@ is not
contained in any planes parallel to the Z-axis since ! is not a line. The same
argument works in the case (u, 0)3C by substituting ! with !@. j
A.3. Proof of Proposition 3.3
The proof of Proposition 3.3 is similar to that of Proposition 3.1; for the
sake of simplicity it is omitted.
A.4. Proof of Proposition 3.4.
We start by studying the following plane curve:
! : G
4
(X, > )"0.
LEMMA A.13.
(1) If a2"3b then ! splits into two conics, say !@ and !A.
If pO3 then we have !@ : c(3!J!3)X2#(3#J!3)>#2a"0 and !A :
c(3#J!3)X2#(3!J!3)>#2a"0.
If p"3 then !@ : cX2#>!J!b"0 and !A : cX2#>#J!b"0.
(2) If a2O3b, then ! is irreducible.
Proof. (1) The proof is a simple computation.
(2) Observe that !WL
=
"M>
=
N and that>
=
is a cuspidal double point
of ! ; so ! cannot have any linear or cubic components. Let X be a conic
component of ! ; it has an equation of type jX2#kX#g>#1"0. Since
a "xes ! we have that !"XXa(X ) or a (X)"X. In the former case, ! has
equation
(jX2#kX#g>#1)(j@X2!kX#g@>#1)"0,
with kO0. So j"j@, g"g@, 2bg"a, and bg2"1; but then a2"4b, a con-
tradiction. In the latter case, ! has equation
(jX2#g>#1)(j@X2#g@>#1)"0,
PLANE ARCS AND CUBIC CURVES 89so we get jj@"c2/b, j#j@"ac
b
, gg@"1
b
, g#g@"a
b
, and jg@#j@g"c
b
; hence
we have that j"cg@, j@"cg, and "nally a2!3b"0, a contradiction. j
COROLLARY A.1. If either (1) or (2) of Proposition 3.4 holds, then X
4
does
not have any F
q
-rational points; otherwise ! has an F
q
-rational non-linear
component.
Proof. The assertion follows from Lemma A.13 and simple computa-
tions. j
Now we study the second equation that de"nes X
4
.
LEMMA A.14. If a2O3b then the polynomial Z2!f (cx2 ) is irreducible in
&[Z], where &"F1
q
(!)"F1
q
(x, y) is the ,eld of rational functions of !.
Proof. We need to prove that f (cx2), or equivalently
g :"c3x4#ac2x2#bc, is not a square in &. Observe that the intersection
between ! and the X-axis consists of four simple points of !, corresponding
to the roots of c3X4#ac2X2#bc"0; these points are distinct since other-
wise a2"4b. We prove that the evaluation of g at one such point is exactly 1,
so that g cannot be a square. We only need to show that the tangent to ! at
one of those points is not vertical; the points of ! on the X-axis having
vertical tangent satisfy
G
>"0
(G
4
)
Y
(X, >)"0
and so cX2#a"0. Clearly there exists a root of c3X4#ac2X2#bc that is
not a root of cX2#a, and the assertion is proved. j
LEMMA A.15. If a2"3b then the polynomial Z2!f (cx2 ) is irreducible in
&@[Z], where &@"F1
q
(!@)"F1
q
(x, y) is the ,eld of rational functions of !@.
Proof. See the proof of Lemma A.12. j
Proof (Proposition 3.4). For the "rst sentence see the proof of Proposi-
tion 3.2; the second sentence is Corollary A.1. j
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